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Asset  
Backer  
Link

Contact your business development 
manager to get started.

Asset Backer Link is your direct route to send us proposals.  
By connecting your in-house system to our proposal platform with API 
technology you’re a few clicks away from getting an instant credit decision.
By removing any duplication this helps make sure all of the information we need is right first time,  
plus if our automated rules are met, you could get a credit decision in as little as one minute.  
All the proposal information is saved on our Asset Backer portal where you can log in to generate  
the finance agreement and send to your customers for e-signature.

Easy and fast, Asset Backer Link saves you time and helps deliver an excellent experience for  
your customers.
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What can it do?

Instant proposal submission

Multiple functionality

Easy to use

Generate e-documents on Asset Backer

As soon as you send us your proposal, we’ll 
provide you with our proposal reference in 
less than 30 seconds.

If your proposal meets our automated 
rules, you’ll also receive a credit decision 
from us in as little as one minute.

Digitally send a new proposal from your 
system in just a few clicks.

Receive proposal status updates in real 
time and on demand into your system.

Update a proposal by making changes to 
the proposal in your system, or provide us 
with additional information if we need it.

Upload proposal documents either before 
or after submitting your proposal.

Seamless integration with your own 
platform so you only enter proposal 
information once. 

Send all the information required so we 
can make an underwriting decision, saving 
time and effort going back and forth.

Take advantage of our online product 
suite and electronically generate and sign 
documents in our Asset Backer portal.
You can even do this if you created the 
proposal in your system and it was sent to 
us using Asset Backer Link.


